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Scope and Contents
The Porfirio Diaz biographies and other Spanish language pamphlets (1824-1956) contains 1 box of Spanish language pamphlets published mostly in Mexico. This collection includes several biographies of Mexican President Porfirio Diaz. Also included is a 1826 pamphlet entitled "Proyecto Reclamatorio de Policía para la Cuidad de Bolívar"; a pamphlet on the Spanish in America published in Buenos Aires; an 1880s newspaper entitled "El Cancionero Popular"; an 1840 essay on Monsenor J. Fortunato Zamboni; 4 issues of "El Libro" a bibliographical bulletin, 1908-1909; a booklet on the centennial of Mexican Independence; a program for a bull fight in Ciudad Juarez, 1956; and others.

Availability
This collection is unprocessed. Please contact the Archives and Special Collections department in advance to request access.

Immediate Source of Acquisition
Donated by Ludwig Lauerhass Jr. and others.

Conditions Governing Use
All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Director of Archives and Special Collections. Permission for publication is given on behalf of Special Collections as the owner of the physical materials and not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained.

Preferred Citation
[title of item] Porfirio Diaz biographies and other Spanish language pamphlets, Courtesy of the Department of Archives and Special Collections. University Library. California State University, Dominguez Hills.
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